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The BRB-4500 is a ride-on floor scraper 
that runs on LPG (liquid propane gas). 
This revolutionary machine is designed 
to tackle the toughest projects with un-
matched production. The Big Red Beast 
combines 77 horsepower with 3,600 ft. 
lbs. of total rear wheel torque. It has 
zero turn ability and the luxury of a 
more comfortable seat that reduces 
stress on the body of the operator. It 
also offers hydraulic steering for pre-
cise maneuvering in tight areas. The 
Big Red Beast is the fastest, easiest 
and most efficient way to remove floor 
coverings. The Big Red Beast will re-
move tile, carpet, vinyl, hardwood floor-
ing, thin set adhesives, rubber, elas-
tomeric coatings, sports 
flooring, and pool deck 
coatings. Its powerful 
Ford motor has a 3 year 
or 2,500 hour warranty. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

+Production Capacity: up to 8,000 sq. ft. /hr. 
 Blade width: 2-36 inches 
Travel Speed:  485 ft. / min. 
Motor: Liquid cooled 77 hp 2.3L 

Ford 
Dimensions (L x W x H): 93” x 36” x 56” (w/ propane 

cylinder height is 72”) 
Weight:   4580 lbs. 
*Fuel: 33 lb. bottle LPG 
Exhaust System:  Catalytic Convertor 

Available 3-Hole Tool Adapter 
Manufactured under US Patent 6,343,961, 

Licensed by Blast It All Mfg, Inc 

FEATURES AND BENEFITS 

 High efficiency drive motors 
 Wide variety of tooling options 
 Infinitely adjustable blade angle 
 System monitoring gauge  
 High visibility operator position 
 Adjustable operator’s seat 
 Multi-position tooling fixtures 
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+Production rates will vary between material being removed and from 
job-to-job.  This production rate represents production values under 
ideal conditions. 
*Internal combustion engines produce carbon monoxide gas (CO).  
Equipment with internal combustion engines should not be used in-
doors.  Proper air quality monitoring equipment should be used to verify 
safe air quality. 
 


